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1 Introduction
The search for neutrinoless double-beta decay is important in determining the Majorana
nature of the neutrino, and also in establishing if lepton number is violated. The half-life
T 0ν1/2 for this process is given by
[T 0ν1/2]
−1 = G0ν |M0ν |2m
2
ββ
m2e
, (1)
where G0ν is a phase space factor and M0ν a nuclear matrix element (NME) factor (both
these factors depend on the nuclear isotope), me the electron mass, and mββ the effective
neutrino mass.
In recent years five experiments have published results of their searches: CUORICINO
(observing 130Te) [1], EXO (136Xe) [2], GERDA (76Ge) [3], KamLAND-Zen (136Xe) [4],
and NEMO-3 (100Mo) [5]. There has been no previous attempt to systematically combine
the limits of their searches using their measured energy distributions. Presented here is
the first such combination, divided into two sections: first a cross check of the individual
experimental results, showing that the method can replicate their limits, and then the
combination of all five experiments.
The results of this analysis are published in Ref. [6].
2 Individual experiments
The input background, signal and data energy distributions for each experiment, along with
the systematic uncertainties, are taken from their publications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], and are shown
in Figure 1. Using these distributions and the signal normalisations, the observed 90% CL
lower half-life limits can be calculated, and are shown in Table 1, along with the experiments’
published limits, and the expected limits from these distributions (both median expected
and the ±1σ ranges). Overall the calculated limits agree well with the published limits,
validating both the method and the use of these distributions in the combination.
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Figure 1: The input distributions for (a) CUORICINO (fig. 9 of [1]); (b) EXO (fig. 4(a) of
[2]); (c) GERDA (fig. 1 of [3]); (d) KamLAND-Zen (fig. 1(a) of [4]); and (e) NEMO-3 (fig.
2 of [5]).
3 Combination
As the experiments use different isotopes, their half-life limits cannot be directly combined.
Instead the limits are calculated for a common mββ and translated to the signal normalisa-
tion in each experiment’s energy distribution using Equation 1, with the values of G0ν and
M0ν taken from recent calculations [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The limit is calculated for each NME
model seperately. Table 2 shows the 90% CL upper limit on mββ fo each NME calculation,
and also shows the improvement in the mass limit over the best individual experiment in
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Table 1: The published limits on T 0ν1/2 for each experiment, and the calculated observed and
expected (median ± 1σ) limits.
90% CL lower limit on T 0ν1/2 (10
24 y)
Experiment Published Observed Expected ±1σ range
CUORICINO 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.0 – 4.2
EXO 11 13 21 14 – 30
GERDA 21 20 21 14 – 29
KamLAND-Zen 19 17 11 7 – 15
NEMO-3 1.1 1.1 0.9 0.6 – 1.4
Table 2: The combined observed and expected mββ upper limits, the improvements of
the combination with respect to the best individual experiment ((E)XO, (G)ERDA or
(K)amLAND-Zen) for that NME model, and the p value for the combined limit with respect
to the Heidelberg-Moscow (HM) positive claim [13].
NME model mobsββ m
exp
ββ Improvement p value
(meV) (meV) Limit Sensitivity (HM)
GCM [8] 130 130 12% (K) 8% (E) 0.001
IBM-2 [9] 190 180 15% (K) 12% (E) 0.023
NSM [10] 310 290 13% (K) 10% (E) 0.004
QRPA [11] 190 180 26% (K) 22% (E) 0.095
(R)QRPA [12] 300 300 20% (G) 19% (G) 0.39
that NME model. There can be an improvement of up to ∼ 25% in the mass limit, which
corresponds to an increase of exposure of a factor of up to ∼ 3. The combined mass limit
ranges from 130−310 meV, depending on the NME model. This limit is shown in Figure 2,
in the context of the allowed mββ regions depending on the neutrino mass hierarchy and
the lightest neutrino mass eigenstate.
We also compare these mass limits (translated back into half-life limits of 76Ge) to
the positive claim for neutrinoless double-beta decay of 76Ge in the Heidelberg-Moscow
experiment, which measuread T 0ν1/2 = (2.23
+0.44
−0.31) × 1025 y [13]. The level of compatability
of the limits with respect to this claim varies strongly with the NME model used, with
p values ranging from 0.001–0.4.
4 Summary
A first direct combination of neutrinoless double-beta decay experiments on multiple iso-
topes has been performed, yielding an upper limit on the effective neutrino mass of 130 −
310 meV. The combination can improve the limits on the effective neutrino mass by up to
25% compared to the best individual experiment, depending on the choice of NME model.
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Figure 2: The combined mββ limit range overlaid on the range of allowed mββ for a given
mass m0 of the lightest neutrino mass eigenstates in the normal and inverted mass hierar-
chies. Also shown is the range of m0 disfavoured by cosmology.
The compatibility of the combined limits with respect to the claimed observation of neu-
trinoless double-beta decay in the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment also varies significantly
depending on the NME calculations chosen.
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